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“20 for 20” goodies

In keeping with our 20th anniversary theme,
here are 20 ways for you to spoil your loved
ones – and yourself – this holiday season. This
list is so fun, even the fat guy in the bright red
suit is going to use it – he’s stocking up on the
baking sheets for Mrs. Claus and whisky
cakes for the staff party...

that foodies love
to give and
receive.
Make notes!

A NEW KIND OF
CHRISTMAS CAKE

by Karen Anderson

HOLY CITY
INSPIRES
COOKBOOK
No matter what
your religious
background you’ll
find food to love in
Jerusalem –
A Cookbook by
Yotam Ottolenghi
and Sami Tamimi.
The Arab west and
Jewish east Jerusalem-born friends
have created a cross-cultural photo
essay and recipes of the food they
were raised on and love to make
in their five London restaurants.
Each dish we’ve tried leaves us
in a state of blissful gratitude.
Even the authors admit to imagining
a peace for their city brought about by the
unifying force of food. May that force be with them.
Jerusalem – A Cookbook, $39.95, The Cookbook Co. Cooks

IS THIS PLATTER OAKY?
Give this gorgeous platter to the friend who always asks, “Does this wine
taste oaky?” and tell them that you’re not sure about the wine but the
platter is definitely oaky. Made by Australian designer Cathy Davison in her
Kaleden, B.C., studio, each platter is created from staves of recycled
wine barrels and is as unique as the wines that
were made in those barrels. The handles are
made from silverware pieces found at antique
stores throughout the Okanagan. Use the
platter to stage a seasonal centerpiece or
while away an afternoon by the fire with
cheese and crackers and a good oaky red.
Wineplanks platter with handles, $80, wineplanks.com
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Alberta Whisky Cake has
become a yuletide tradition
around our home. It’s nice
to know when you’re eating
one that you’re supporting
several local companies with
your purchase, including Highwood Distillers who make their whisky from grain grown
within a few kilometers of the distillery in High River. The cakes come in three sizes
and two flavours. We love the “Malted Maple” one, as it oozes with the aroma of
the rich flavours of whisky and maple, but the chocolate “Whisky Runner” is heaven
with an after-dinner glass of port. Buy one for a friend; buy two for yourself.
Alberta Whisky Cakes, 3 sizes ranging from 5 oz to 4 lbs, $10 - $65, albertawhiskycake.com

COB OVENS ARE HOT!
Ashley Lubyk and Heather
Noakes of Dirt Craft Natural
Building provide workshops
on how to build your own
backyard wood-fired cob
oven. Cob is a mixture of
clay, sand, straw and dirt.
Participants first attend a
workshop where they help
build someone’s oven, then
graduate to host a workshop
in their own back yard. Cooking in a cob oven is a great way to enjoy a social evening with friends. You can start
with pizza when the oven is hot, throw in a stew and some bread, and then finish off
the evening with a pie. An oven can usually be built and decorated for about $800,
where some imported wood-fired ovens can cost $8,000 or more.
Cob Oven Workshop Gift Certificates, $99, dirtcraft.ca

‘TIS THE SEASONING…
Salt and pepper are key to a well-seasoned dish.
We love these salt and pepper mills from Maine’s
Fletchers’ Mill. They have sturdy gears made with
stainless steel to grind the pepper and nylon to crush
the salt yet stand up to its corrosive power. (Hint: this
could be your new go-to gift for the wedding season)
Fletchers’ Mill Salt and Pepper Mills, $50 - $70/mill,
depending on size, Silk Road Spice Merchants

GOLDEN BLESS FOR THE HOLIDAYS

SILVER BELLS, SILVER BODUM

If your holidays can’t be blissful, they can at least be
“blessful” with Golden Bless Olive Oil in your home.
Calgarian Gus Kolias is the head of sales for Golden
Bless, he imports the oil from his cousin Theodoros
Karras’s family grove in Greece. Karras cold presses
the Manaki, Koroneiki and Athenolia hand-picked
olives to make their 100% extra virgin oil with less
than 0.8% acidity. Steam green beans, dice pimentos and sauté both in Golden Bless oil with freshly
chopped garlic; add fresh parsley and serve these
golden blessed beans as your new favourite holiday
dinner side dish.

This shiny stainless steel Bodum Columbia
Coffee Maker will make a festive addition to anyone’s table and will keep the
French press coffee it makes nice and
warm on cold winter mornings. The
durability of the stainless steel construction should allow it to last much
longer than previous glass iterations.
A tip for brewing is to steep coarse grounds
for four minutes and then remove the crust at
the top before applying the filter. Clean up will
be easier. The coffee has the full body of a good
extraction – that’s coffee with a silver lining.

Golden Bless Extra Virgin Olive Oil, $10.99/500ml,
Bridgeland Market

Bodum Columbia Coffee Maker, 8 cup size, $87.99, Zest Kitchenware

OVERSIZED AND OVERJOYED
People who cook a lot and make big batches of everything will be overjoyed
with these oversized utensils for high performance utility. Designer
Geoff Lilge took a cue from his chef wife Cindy Lazarenko that an off-set
handle and increased length would greatly decrease the wear and tear
on her overused chef’s wrists. Their company, On Our Table, produces
these sturdy implements in a full 15 inches of solid walnut. Now, when
someone wants holiday leftovers turned into turkey soup, you’ll be in an improved
position to deliver thanks to a clever designer who listens to his favourite cook.
On Our Table Utensils, $125/set of 3, onourtable.ca

BLUE CHRISTMAS
The cool factor on this bucket alone will keep the ice from melting as the
action heats up on your home-for-the-holidays entertaining circuit. Designed
by hot U.K. indie designer Aaron Probyn, the Orb ice bucket combines
chic vintage design elements with an unexpected twist in choice of
materials. The transparent icy blue glass and brushed stainless lid could
inspire a Blue Christmas Martini with 2 oz. vodka, 1/2 oz. Blue
Curacao, 1/2 oz. elderflower cordial and 1 oz. lime juice. Shake with
ice, strain and serve with a few blueberries for good measure.
Orb Ice Bucket, $49.95, Crate and Barrel

SANTA’S BREAD WORKSHOP
Sidewalk Citizen Bakery owner Aviv Fried makes
amazing sourdough bread. He travelled the
world to learn from masters and now bakers are
coming from around the world to learn from him.
Give the bread baker you love a gift certificate to
Fried’s monthly bread-baking workshops. The
classes are hands-on, include pizza with delectable toppings fresh from the oven, and at the end
of the evening everyone leaves with their own
sourdough starter and a few loaves of freshly
baked bread. Buy a gift certificate by phone or in
person at the main bakery and let your wannabee
bread baker fit it into his schedule. Photos by Ryan Karr.
Sidewalk Citizen bread baking experience gift
certificate, $85, 403-400-3067 or at 5524 - 1A St SW
continued on page 34
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continued from page 33

PICK OF THE PARTY
Stick big fat shrimp that have been coated in hot sauce and wrapped with
a basil leaf and prosciutto on these classy bamboo appetizer skewers
and broil on both sides ‘til crispy – they’ll be the pick of the party.
Gourmet Warehouse bamboo appetizer skewers, $5.95/50 pack, Savour Fine Foods

A CUP THAT DOTH NOT RUNNETH (the landfill) OVER
KeepCups are cute, they fit under a barista machine’s spout and they’re
good for the environment. Designed by an Australian mom, Abigail Forsyth,
with her kids’ future in mind and distributed across Canada by Calgary’s
own Eight Ounce Coffee Company, these cups really are keepers.
KeepCup, many barista-ready sizes, $12 -$16, Café Rosso

SIGNATURE WINES
Break the ice at your party by asking your guests to autograph their wine
glasses and maybe doodle a little too with this wine glass writer. Signing
names should help you and everyone else keep track of your glasses. If the
ice really thaws, someone might even write his phone number on yours.
Save the phone number and rest assured the ink comes off easily with a
soapy sponge.
Wine Glass Writer, $11 for 3 colours, CRMR at Home

ARTISAN CANDY CARAMELS
These Fleur de Sel Caramels from Poor Boy Candy will have the recipient moaning with the pleasure of each rich creamy mouthful. Perhaps that
ability to get a person so in touch with their emotions is why they were
recently featured in the prestigious gift baskets at the Emmys. The Poor
Boy owners may have to rename the company the way their hand-crafted
caramels and candy are selling. Meanwhile, we say it’s a poor boy who
doesn’t get some of these in his stocking!
Poor Boy Fleur de Sel Caramels, $25, Inspirati Fine Linens

PRESERVING TRADITION
Innisfail Growers grows a wide assortment of vegetables and
preserves any excess using recipes that have been handed down for
generations. Favourites include the pickled asparagus and the beets.
Find them at their stall in The Calgary Farmers’ Market. A great way to
add local to someone’s stocking and their holiday table too.
Innisfail Growers preserves, $6-$16, Calgary Farmers’ Market
continued on page 36
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stocking stuffers

AGED AND AVAILABLE
No, we aren’t describing Santa, but you could use these words to describe a great
scotch. If you like your scotch chilled but not watered down from ice rocks, these
Chill’n Rocks are for you. Keep them in the freezer, pop them into your next scotch
and wax poetic about its undiluted peaty characteristics ‘til Robbie Burns day.
Intercontinental Chill’n Stones, $19.99/set of 9, Kilian International Design

MAPLE FIX
At last, thanks to the purists at Turkey Hill, you can have maple syrup that’s
portable. Think about this as a gift for the ambitious backpacker, the pancake
breakfast aficionado or just someone who likes a bowl of oatmeal mid-morning
at work. Each squeeze from this tube will keep your topping sweet and pure.
To thy country’s syrup be true.
Turkey Hill Maple Syrup Tube, 100 ml, $4.90, Zest Kitchenware

THE GOOD GADGET
The Lékué citrus sprayer is a good gadget because it actually does what it’s supposed
to do. Cut the top off a piece of citrus and screw the sprayer directly into the fruit. Use
the large pump for grapefruit or orange and the small one for lemons and limes. One
squeeze of the pump will treat your salads, seafood or cocktails to the heightened
flavour of a light citrus mist. January is prime citrus month – orange you glad?
Lékué citrus sprayer, $20, CRMR at Home

SLIPPERY CONDITIONS FOR BAKING
CookRight baking sheets are made in Calgary. Each package contains three nonstick sheets that can be used instead of parchment or foil for baking, roasting, grilling
or microwaving. They clean up in a breeze and roll up neatly for storage. Now you
can reuse the sheets and reduce both the time you spend cleaning and the number
of trips to the trashcan.
CookRight baking sheets, $29.99/package of 3, Zest Kitchenware

FORGET ABOUT ROASTING CHESTNUTS
Go for this glorious chestnut honey instead. This intensely flavoured, rich
amber chestnut-infused honey is one of four types grown organically on Sting’s
Venuta il Palagio estate in Tuscany. Honey is known to be good for your voice,
after all, so apply liberally and enjoy belting out those holiday melodies.
Il Palagio Chestnut Honey, $17.95, michaelgreen@wineboy.ca
(Hint: If you really like the honey you can rent a guest villa on Sting and Trudy
Styler’s Il Palagio estate in the hills outside Florence and let your wallet take
the sting. Guest villa rentals, with a chance to hang with Sting, starts at $5500
CDN/week, palagioproducts.com. If you put this in someone’s stocking, you
won’t need to do any other holiday shopping... for her.)
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Karen Anderson owns Calgary Food Tours, calgaryfoodtours.com.

